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WISDOM OSARA

OBJECTIVE

I am an Intermediate software developer(Front End), as well as a graduate of Petroleum Engineering, seeking
employment with a fast-growing startup. I bring sound knowledge and experience writing JavaScript and Reactjs
and building scalable and very responsive web apps. I seek challenging opportunities where I can grow and at the
same time achieve organizational goals and more.

EXPERIENCE

Hotels.ng (HNGi7)
Front End developer intern

I was involved in the rigorous and fast paced HNG internship till the last stage.

I built several front end projects.

I learnt alot

Nigeria Petroleum Development Company
Administrative and Field industrial trainee

I worked in the office of the SEPLAT/NPDC JV office in NPDC as an administrative
intern.

I worked in 4 of  SEPLAT PETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT COMPANY fields at Sapele,
Delta state, where I did my field training.

EDUCATION

University of Benin
Petroleum Engineering 
Second Class

SKILLS

HTML

CSS

JavaScript

Bootstrap

Reactjs

jQuery

SASS

Nodejs

MySQL

Redux

Team building

Team leading

Computer literacy

Microsoft Office

Ability to learn quickly





wisdomosara@gmail.com
+2348113036383

30 Omorogbe Street, Eyean, Benin
City, Edo State (Willing to relocate)



Ability to work under pressure

Attention to detail

PROJECTS

Web portfolio
https://wisdomosara.github.io/webport1 
I did a Web developer portfolio as part of a product during my HNGi7 internship and decided to convert it to a
temporary portfolio website for myself.

Countries Rest APIs

A challenge on frontendmentors.io

Uses the Rest APIs for countries. 

A lot of Api consumption was involved and lots of DOM manipulations.

Also there's a dark mode.

https://wisdomosara.github.io/countries

BeSilent landing page

A project from the HNGi7 internship.

It involves a product landing page with animations.

Also I did an email capture which stores to the MySQL database. 

This was my first dive into backend development.

https://wisdommasterlanding.herokuapp.com

Reactjs slide

A personal project which relies heavily on the power of React JavaScript State.

It's basically a sleek slideshow that gives you a quick view at the start before it loads.

https://wisdomosara.github.io/slide

Fund my laptop Reactjs project

I was part of the team that built the fundmylaptop webapp.

It was a huge Reactjs codebase and I did the campaigns page.

I used React components,  React-router, React-Redux, Axios for Api calls and consumption etc.
Virtually all package of React was used. All data from the backend

https://app.fundmylaptop.com/campaigns


